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volcanoes of the Aleutian Arc (fig. 1). As of December 31, 2002, 24 of these volcanoes are moni-
tored with short-period seismometer networks (fig. 2). AVO’s monitoring program also includes 
daily analysis of satellite imagery supported by occasional over flights and compilation of pilot 
reports,.observations.of.local.residents,.and.observations.of.mariners..In.2002,.AVO.responded. 
to.eruptive.activity.or.suspect.volcanic.activity.at.6.volcanic.centers.in.Alaska.—.Wrangell,.the. 





This report summarizes volcanic activity in Alaska and Kamchatka in 2002 and describes AVO’s 
response. Only those reports or inquiries that resulted in a “significant” investment of staff time 




tion release to dispel rumors of volcanic activity. The phrase “suspect volcanic activity” (SVA), 
used.to.characterize.several.responses,.is.unusual.activity.that.is.subsequently.determined.to.be. 
normal.or.enhanced.fumarolic.activity,.weather-related.phenomena,.or.other.non-volcanic.event. 
AVO’s level of response to remote volcanic activity varies depending on the source and content 
of.the.observation..After.receiving.a.report,.AVO.usually.contacts.the.National.Weather.Service. 
(NWS).and.Federal.Aviation.Administration.(FAA).or.local.residents.for.corroboration.and.to.so-
licit additional information. For verified, significant eruptive activity or volcanic unrest, an estab-
lished.call-down.procedure.is.initiated.to.formally.notify.other.government.agencies,.air.carriers,. 
facilities.at.risk,.and.the.media..A.special.information.release.may.be.distributed.if.eruptive.activ-
ity is confirmed, and the events are further summarized in the AVO weekly update distributed 
each.Friday.via.electronic.mail.and.facsimile.to.various.government.agencies,.scientists,.airlines. 
and.other.businesses,.the.media,.and.members.of.the.public..If.an.eruption.or.serious.unrest.is. 





We have chosen to preserve English units of measurements where they reflect the primary obser-
vations.of.distance.or.elevation.such.as.those.commonly.received.via.pilot.reports.and.aviation. 
authorities.in.the.United.States..Information.on.2002.responses.is.compiled.from.AVO.weekly. 
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Figure . Location of historically active volcanoes in Alaska and place names used in this summary. 

Volcanoes with no documented historical unrest but still considered hazardous based on late-Holocene 
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Figure . Map showing those volcanoes monitored with a seismic network as of December , 00. 
Volcanoes with no documented historical unrest but still considered hazardous based on late-Holocene 
eruptive activity are italicized. Volcanoes mentioned in this report are in bold red. 
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Discrete ‘dark’ clouds drifting downwind from Mount Wrangell summit fumaroles; no accom-
panying seismicity, but a deposit on the high flanks of the volcano is noted 
On.August.1,.2002,.a.spectacular,.clear.day.in.south-central.Alaska,.AVO.received.several.calls. 
reporting an eruption of Mount Wrangell (fig. 3a). Callers reported a dark cloud drifting down-




Figure 3a. Map of Wrangell-St. Elias Mountains showing location of Mount Wrangell. Modified from Rich-




Figure 3b. Topographic map of Mount Wrangell. Area of active fumaroles indicated. Heavy lines approxi-
mate the present limit of Mount Wrangell lavas, dotted where concealed by ice. Base from U.S. Geologi-
cal Survey Gulkana, Nabesna, Valdez, and McCarthy quadrangle maps. Figure from Richter and others, 
1995. 
AVO seismologists checked data from the Wrangell seismic network and, based on a lack of 
correlative seismicity, concluded that no eruption or explosion had occurred. AVO also con-
sulted with Wrangell St. Elias National Park Geologist Danny Rosenkrantz, who suggested that 
high winds had lofted . ne-grained material exposed in the area near the summit fumaroles (. g. 
3b). On August 4, an AVO geologist traveling in the area veri. ed that a diffuse, light gray stripe 
extended a short distance down the . ank of the volcano, emanating from the western rim of the 
caldera. 
Subsequently, AVO received a video from Copper Center (. g. 3a) resident Brad Henspeter who 
witnessed the event on August 1. The tape is just a few minutes long and shows the waning por-
tion of the event at approximately 1:15 pm ADT. In a written accompaniment to the videotape, 
Henspeter added his own commentary and recollections of the most signi. cant portion of activ-
ity. Notable excerpts from his words follow:  ‘..ash was dark black….and billowing…multiple 
billows (puf. ng) coming one after the next, nearly touching each other. The wind where we were 
standing was still, however at the top of the mountain the wind was directly from the east…the 
5 

billows were not rising above the top of the mountain.” By the time he and his son returned to a 
good vantage point to film, about 10-12 minutes later, the billowing had stopped and the “puffs” 
had “turned a more grayish color.” 




High on the snow-covered flank, a gray-colored swath extends from a high point that we iden-
tify as the west caldera rim near Mount Wrangell Crater (fig. 3b). The end of the video footage 
shows two distinct dark areas on the rim that is normally snow-covered. Henspeter’s son reported 
a.similar.but.more.vigorous.event.on.August.2,.2002.at.about.the.same.time.of.the.day,.but.AVO. 
received.no.further.inquiries.or.reports.. 
AVO concluded that no volcanic process of significance was involved and no formal informa-
tion.releases.were.issued..However,.these.observations.remain.enigmatic:..lack.of.any.seismicity. 
would seem to preclude a phreatic or magmatic eruption and yet the pulsatory, “puffing” nature 
of the dirty clouds is difficult to reconcile with a wind phenomenon. 
Mount.Wrangell.is.a.large,.glacier-covered.shield.volcano.in.the.Wrangell-St..Elias.National.Park. 
and Preserve of eastern Alaska (fig. 3a; Nye, 1991; Richter and others, 1995). The summit cal-
dera is ice-filled. Three small, geothermally active craters occur on the west rim, historically the 
source.of.intermittent.steam.venting..Resultant.steam.plumes.can.be.quite.vigorous.and.some-
times.reach.hundreds.of.meters.(thousands.of.feet).above.ground.level,.occasionally.entraining. 




















On December 11, 2002, the National Weather Service office in King Salmon reported a ‘large 





About 45 minutes later, the NWS at the Anchorage Air Route Traffic Control Center issued an 
















































Figure . Volcanic Ash Advisory from the Anchorage VAAC upon moving to color code YELLOW. This is a 





(fig. 5) turned up no unequivocal observations of unrest until September 24 when AVO received 
phone.reports.and.digital.photographs.from.the.Perryville.Native.Council..These.images.showed. 
small,.faint.gray.clouds.rising.just.above.the.intracaldera.cone.that.has.been.the.source.of.all. 
known historical eruptions at Veniaminof (fig. 5; Miller and others, 1998). One observer de-
scribed “puffs” of mixed dark and white clouds approximately every 5 minutes. Another observ-
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Figure 5. Map of Mount Veniaminof, the surrounding area, and nearby communities. Red triangle indi-
cates location of historically active intracaldera cinder and spatter cone. Bold hachured line outlines the 
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Figure 5. Map of Mount Veniaminof, the surrounding area, and nearby communities. Red triangle indi-
cates location of historically active intracaldera cinder and spatter cone. Bold hachured line outlines the 
summit caldera. Blue area on Veniaminof indicates approximate permanent ice-cover. 
Perryville residents next reported “plumes of smoke” between 8 and 10 pm on October 1. Oth-
ers reported “rumbling” during the evening, however no clearly correlative signals were noted 
on.seismograms..One.and.one.half.minutes.of.video.taken.on.October.2.or.3,.about.2.pm,.from. 
the vantage of the Sandy River (~45 km [28 mi] west of the active cone; fig. 5) showed several 
small,.dilute,.gray-brown.clouds.rising.about.300-600.ft.above.the.intracaldera.cone.and.drift-
ing a short distance to the north. In the 1.5 minutes of tape, two distinct “puffs”, about 1 minute 
apart,.rise.from.the.cone.and.drift.downwind..The.cone.was.not.unusually.snow.free,.however,. 
a dark covering of ash was visible on the caldera ice field at the base of the cone and extending 




























0  40 km Pacific Ocean 
Figure . MODIS image of Veniaminof Volcano showing diffuse, light gray wedge of material (arrow) 
extending east and southeast of the intracaldera cone. Image taken October , 00, ID 5_. North 
is towards the top. Parallel lines cutting WNW-ESE across the volcano are an artifact of the original data. 
















Within 50 m (160 ft) of the east side of the cone, the ice surface was dusted with fine wind blown 
debris.derived.from.the.cone..A.crevasse.at.the.base.of.the.cone.revealed.a.prominent,.1-cm-thick. 
(0.4 in), black, scoriaceous deposit 1 m (3 ft) beneath the surface (fig. 7a,b). Scoria fragments 









Figure a. East side of intracaldera cone at Veniaminof Volcano showing wind-blown debris cover; arrow 
points to ice crevasse at the base of cone and the site of tephra sampling in 2003 (fig. 7b). 


Figure b. Close-up view of crevasse and tephra deposit  m beneath surface. Photos by K. Wallace, 





and the Alaska State Troopers who were often flying in the area. At least one private lodge near 
the.volcano.contacted.AVO.for.information.on.potential.hazards..AVO.posted.a.“Frequently-















Veniaminof is an andesitic stratovolcano with an ice-filled, 10-km diameter (6 mi) summit cal-
dera.located.on.the.Alaska.Peninsula,.775.km.(480.mi).southwest.of.Anchorage.and.35.km.(22. 
mi) north of Perryville (fig. 5). Veniaminof is one of the largest and most active volcanoes in the 
Aleutian.Arc.and.has.erupted.at.least.12.times.in.the.past.200.years.(Miller.and.others.1998).. 
The.most.recent.eruption.occurred.in.1993-95.from.the.prominent.cinder.and.spatter.cone.in.the. 
northwest sector of the caldera (cover photo and fig. 5; Neal and others, 1995; Neal and others, 
1996;.McGimsey.and.Neal,.1996)..The.eruption.was.characterized.by.intermittent,.low-level. 
emissions of steam and ash, and production of a small lava flow that melted a pit in the caldera 
ice field. Previous historical eruptions have produced ash plumes that reached 6,000 m (20,000 
ft).above.sea.level.and.ash.fallout.that.affected.areas.within.about.40.km.(25.mi).of.the.volcano. 









of Pavlof Volcano on the Alaska Peninsula (fig. 1). The pilot reported that snow had melted in 
a crater at the site of this steaming, but the “activity was not significant.” AVO had received a 




“Steaming” reports for the vicinity of Hague on the Alaska Peninsula continued into the spring. 
In.early.April,.AVO.received.email.from.a.teacher.in.King.Cove.(35.km.[20.mi].south-southwest. 
of Hague) describing “steam from a large crater offset on the southwest side of Pavlof.” Based 
on.the.position.of.the.reported.activity,.it.appears.likely.that.the.source.was.also.a.crater.at.the. 
summit of Hague. This same observer got a better look from the air on April 18 and confirmed 
that.the.crater.was.still.steaming.and.releasing.notable.amounts.of.sulfur-bearing.gas..On.May.1,. 
USFWS personnel in Cold Bay shared photographs of steaming from the vicinity of Hague (fig. 
8) and noted that this was the first such observation in at least three years. 
5

Figure . Telephoto view of Pavlof area volcanoes from Cold Bay, approximately 50 km (0 mi) southwest 
of Hague. Location of steaming shown with arrow. According to the photographer, the steaming was far 
more pronounced prior to the time of the image and had diminished in visibility due to high winds. Pho-
tograph May 1, 2002, courtesy of Rick Poetter, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Izembek National Wildlife 




curred in May. While the significance of this seismicity remains unclear, its coincidence in time 
with.reports.of.increased.steaming.from.the.Hague.crater.does.suggest.a.transient.increase.in.heat. 
flux and resulting hydrothermal activity. 
Hague.is.a.1,460-m-high.(4,400.ft).stratocone.with.two.distinct.peaks..It.is.a.post-caldera.vent.lo-
cated.in.the.eastern.portion.of.Emmons.Lake.Caldera.about.50.km.(30.mi).northeast.of.Cold.Bay. 
(fig. 1). No historical eruptions other than a ‘steam’ eruption in 1990 are documented for Hague, 
although.Kennedy.and.Waldron.(1955).and.Motyka.and.others.(1993).suggest.that.several.lava. 
flows from Hague are less than a few hundred years old based on their youthful appearance. 
A.~500-m-diameter.(150.ft).crater.indents.the.eastern.of.the.two.peaks.that.together.form.Mt.. 
Hague;.the.crater.is.funnel.shaped.and.100-200.m.(320-.640.ft).across.at.the.bottom..Fumaroles. 
exist beneath a shallow lake that occasionally disappears (fig. 9) exposing native sulfur deposits. 





Figure 9. Aerial view of Hague Crater taken in the summer of 2003, more than a year following the flurry 
of reports to AVO regarding steaming from the area. Crater is approximate 500 by 00 m across at the 
rim. No standing water is visible in this image, however within a month, a small, shallow lake had re-
formed in the crater, burying fumaroles and native sulfur deposits (C. Waythomas, written commun., 


















flect significant restlessness. AVO made no further mention of Shishaldin in May or June weekly 
updates.. 
On August 16, AVO received notification of a pilot report of possible volcanic activity at 
Shishaldin.via.the.NWS.Alaska.Aviation.Weather.Unit.(AAWU)..The.pilot.report.indicated:.. 
“Shishaldin.Volcano.appears.to.be.erupting..Steam.and.dark.clouds.rising.to.10,500.[feet].mov-




















the volcano (fig. 1). 













This tremor and subsequent earthquake swarms represented significant changes from background 
seismicity.established.for.Great.Sitkin.following.installation.of.a.5-station.seismic.network. 





















Figure 0. Photograph of Great Sitkin Volcano looking east from the runway on Adak Island. Dashed 
line shows boundary between the young Great Siktin Volcano and older volcanic rocks (Waythomas and 
Miller, 00). Photograph by C. Nye, Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys, July 000. 
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VOLCANIC ACTIVITY, KAMCHATKA PENINSULA, and the NORTHERN KURILE 
ISLANDS, RUSSIA 
Active volcanoes on Russia’s Kamchatka Peninsula pose a serious threat to aircraft in the North 






recipients by facsimile and email. When volcanic activity intensifies at any Kamchatkan volcano 
requiring notification of aviation and other interests, KVERT sends additional updates as needed. 
Scientists.with.the.KEMSD.portion.of.KVERT.monitor.most.of.the.frequently.active.volcanoes. 
in Kamchatka with one or more short-period seismometers (table 4; fig. 11). In addition, KVERT 
receives visual reports and photographs of activity from scientific observers in the communi-
ties.of.Klyuchi.(pop..~10,000-15,000,.~45.km.southwest.of.Sheveluch).and.Kozyrevsk.(pop.. 
~2,000-3,000, ~30 km west of Klyuchevskoy; fig. 11). On occasion, KVERT also receives 
reports.from.observers.near.Karymsky.Volcano,.and.pilot.reports.are.increasingly.available.from. 





































































































Figure . Active volcanoes of the Kamchatka Peninsula and northern Kurile Islands. Volcanoes dis-
















































Several periods of significantly elevated eruptive activity were recorded during the year which 
prompted.KVERT.to.increase.the.Level.of.Concern.Color.Code.to.ORANGE..In.mid-January,. 
there.was.an.increase.in.the.frequency.of.rock.falls.and.energy.of.detected.earthquakes,.however. 








gust 9. A final period of heightened concern began on November 11 and included possible explo-
sions.and.related.ash.plumes.reaching.8.km.(26,000.ft)..KVERT.reverted.to.color.code.YEL-
LOW on November 29 and remained at that level through the year’s end. On December 19, two 








Figure . Short-lived explosive plume from Sheveluch Volcano, September 9, 00 as captured on the 
remote camera system in Klyuchi, Kamchatka,  km south of the volcano. The ash cloud in this image 













Figure . a. Active lava dome at Sheveluch Volcano on February , 00. Green circle indicates location 
of a recent explosion crater near the top of the active lava dome. The dome is approximately 500 m high 
and contains more than 50 million cubic meters of lava (S. Senyukov, written commun., 00). Image 
courtesy Yury V. Demyanchuk, KEMSD. b. Aerial view of the ash covered slopes of Sheveluch Volcano 
on February , 00. Gas and steam plume (possibly containing a minor amount of ash) drifts downwind 




















by a slight and very temporary increase in seismicity. After five months at Level of Concern 
Color.Code.GREEN,.KVERT.upgraded.the.volcano.to.YELLOW.on.May.31.in.response.to. 
increasing.seismicity..A.swarm.of.earthquakes.30.km.below.the.volcano.was.recorded.in.early. 




on the northeast flank of the volcano. Seismicity remained elevated with tens of earthquakes per 
day.at.30.km.(19.mi).depth.and.intermittent.spasmodic.tremor..On.December.24,.the.remote. 
camera.system.in.Klyuchi.captured.a.dramatic.steam,.gas,.and.minor.ash.explosion.from.the. 










Figure . Gas and ash plume rises approximately  km (0,000 ft) above the summit crater of 
Klyuchevskoy Volcano on December , 00. View is to the southeast from Klyuchi about 0 km (9 mi) 
from the volcano (fig. 11). Image courtesy KEMSD. 
Klyuchevskoy.is.a.classic,.symmetrical.stratovolcano.and,.at.4,750.m.(15,580.ft),.it.is.the.highest. 
of.the.active.European.and.Asian.volcanoes..Klyuchevskoy.is.frequently.active.with.vulcanian.to. 
strombolian explosions and occasional lava flow production from the steep-walled summit crater 
or from flank vents (Khrenov and others, 1991). Explosive eruptions are recorded in nearly every 
decade.and.at.multiple.times.during.most.years.since.the.early.1700s.(Simkin.and.Siebert,.1994).. 













Figure 5. Aerial view of Bezymianny Volcano December , 00. Fumarolic plume visible drifting down-
wind from the active lava dome. View is to the north; the flank of Kamen volcano is visible at top. Photo-




















plume to be 5 km (~16,000 ft) (no visual confirmation was possible due to cloudy conditions). 
Tokyo VAAC issued a VAAS but no ash was identifiable on satellite imagery. At least one com-
mercial airliner chose a more southerly route over the North Pacific to avoid encountering pos-
sible.ash..Over.the.next.few.hours,.ash.fall.of.3.mm.total.thickness.occurred.at.Kozyrevsk,.55. 
km.(34.mi).northwest.of.the.volcano..The.eruption.continued.at.a.lower.level.for.several.days.as. 
indicated by continuing tremor; KVERT interpreted the activity to reflect effusion of viscous lava 
from.the.active.dome.complex..The.color.code.reverted.to.YELLOW.on.December.28.where.it. 
remained for the final days of 2002. 
In.October.1955,.Bezymianny.Volcano.emerged.from.a.900-1000.year.period.of.quiescence. 
commencing.an.explosive.eruption.that.culminated.on.March.30,.1956,.with.the.catastrophic. 
failure of the eastern flank and debris avalanche and lateral blast. Since then, lava extrusion has 
produced a dome that periodically collapses generating pyroclastic flows and short-lived ash 













of rock down the steep flank of the cone were common. Five- to ten-minute long signals reflected 
vigorous.gas.emission.events.and.were.noted.daily..A.weak.thermal.anomaly.on.satellite.imag-
ery.was.detected.at.Karymsky.throughout.the.year..It.varied.in.size.from.1-10.pixels.and.likely. 
reflected continued heat flux from the summit crater and intermittently active lava flows on its 








Figure . Near-vertical, aerial view of mild eruptive activity at Karymsky Volcano on May , 00. Fresh 
ash blankets the flanks of the volcano and recent lava flows extend from the summit down the southeast 
and southwest flank of the cone. North is to the left. Photograph by Nikolai Seliverstov, used with permis-
sion. 
A MODIS image from April 17 captured five separate radiating ash fall deposits extending up to 
25.km.(15.mi).from.the.volcano.on.the.snow-covered.landscape.around.Karymsky..In.late.April,. 
observers.reported.a.new,.~100-m-high.(330.ft).pyroclastic.cone.inside.the.summit.crater.of. 
Karymsky (fig. 17). On May 10, observers also noted an active lava flow about 300 m (1,000 ft) 
wide.extending.~1.3.km.(0.8.mi).down.the.south-southwest.slope.of.the.volcano..On.September. 
8, three new small lava flows on the south and southeast slopes were observed from a helicopter. 
9

Figure . Aerial view of the summit area of Karymsky Volcano on December , 00. The approximate 
pre-eruption (pre-99) summit crater rim is shown by dashed line. View is to the northeast. Photograph 
by Svetlana Droznina, KEMSD. 































Figure . Map of northern Kurile Islands and southern portion of Kamchatka Peninsula. From National 









over flight on February 18 revealed a new, small crater in the southeast portion of the pre-exist-
ing.crater..A.fumarolic.plume.rose.150.m.(500.ft).above.the.summit.and.fresh.ash.blanketed.the. 








The timing of the eruption’s end is not precisely known. KVERT learned on May 6 that fresh ash 














Figure 9. 50-m-resolution MODIS images of the Chikurachki eruption in 00. a. February , 00 
image showing the vertical ash plume rising from Chikurachki, puncturing the regional cloud cover, and 
casting a dramatic shadow to the north. The southern tip of the Kamchatka Peninsula is visible in the up-
per right. b. March , 00 image of the northern Kuriles and southern Kamchatka Peninsula. Ash plume 
from Chikurachki drifting east of Parmushir Island over the Pacific Ocean (dashed circle encloses visible 









basaltic andesite scoria on its upper flanks (fig. 20; Gorshkov, 1958; Simkin and Siebert, 1994). 
There.are.at.least.six.known.historical.eruptions.attributed.to.Chikurachki,.including.its.largest. 
historical.eruption.of.~1.km3.in.1853..Prior.to.2002,.its.most.recent.eruption.was.in.1986.and. 





Figure 20. Chikurachki Volcano. View of the northwest flank of the 1,816-m-high volcano rising from the 
Sea of Okhotsk (fig. 18). The Karpinsky range of six volcanic centers is located on the right horizon im-












































































































Great.Sitkin.Volcano May.27.–.29,.2002 Seismic.swarm.and.tremor. 
episode. 
Table 2. Summary of SUSPECT VOLCANIC ACTIVITY (SVA) in 2002. SVA is defined as a 
report of eruption or possible eruption determined with some degree of confidence to be normal 
fumarolic.activity.or.other.non-volcanic.process..Location.of.volcanoes.shown.in.Figure.1. 
VOLCANO DATE.OF.ACTIVITY TYPE.OF.ACTIVITY 








Hague.Volcano Late.2001.into.2002 Increased.fumarolic.activity,. 
steam.plumes. 





















“No visible smoke or activity during a fly-
by..Last.week.the.rivers.(which.are.normally. 
clearer.this.time.of.the.year).were.muddy.. 
Also, a spring was flooding over which was 
very unusual. However, when I flew back yes-
terday the rivers seemed clearer.” 
9/24.(0900) Perryville: 
Clear above volcano right now, but puffing 
‘white and black’ every 5 minutes or so to just 




‘throwing up balls of black’ 
Perryville: 

















Confirmed reports of smoke last night around 
9pm..It.was.clear.today,.but.the.smoke. 
stopped..Several.people.in.the.village.reported. 
a ‘plume of smoke’ between about 8 and 10 
pm on 10/1. One report of audible ‘rumbling’. 












eruption’ week before last (Oct 5). Black ash 




and there was definite smoke seen by ev-
eryone,.drifting.east.from.the.main.caldron.. 
Students saw ‘smoking’ at volcano at day-
break;.again.from.about.1000-1030.am,.then. 
it stopped, then ‘smoking’ again about 12:10. 
‘Smoke’ is actually white to whitish gray 
in.color,.not.brown/black/dark..One.student. 
described.it.as.‘what.happens.when.something. 























snow all around the cone”. It was ‘smoking’ 
pretty good and they saw a ‘trail of smoke’ in 








the cone”. It was ‘smoking’ pretty good and 
they saw a ‘trail of smoke’ in the sky. De-

































































































1Prior to 1979, other Russian scientific institutes maintained programs of volcano monitoring in 









































LEVEL OF CONCERN COLOR CODE 
To more concisely describe our level of concern about possible or ongoing eruptive activity at an 
Alaskan volcano, the Alaska Volcano Observatory uses the following color-coded classification system. 
Definitions of the colors reflect AVO's interpretations of the behavior of the volcano. Definitions are 




No eruption anticipated. 
Volcano is in quiet, "dormant" state. 
An eruption is possible in the next few weeks and may occur with little or no 
additional warning. 
Small earthquakes detected locally and (or) increased levels of volcanic gas emissions. 
Explosive eruption is possible within a few days and may occur with little or no 
warning. Ash plume(s) not expected to reach 25,000 feet above sea level. 
Increased numbers of local earthquakes. Extrusion of a lava dome or lava flows 
(non-explosive eruption) may be occurring. 
RED 
Major explosive eruption expected within 24 hours. Large ash plume(s) expected 
to reach at least 25,000 feet above sea level. 
Strong earthquake activity detected even at distant monitoring stations. Explosive 




GLOSSARY OF SELECTED TERMS AND ACRONYMS 
AAWU: 
“Alaska Aviation Weather Unit” of the National Weather Service 
’a’a:





“Alaska Daylight Time” 
AEIC: 
“Alaska Earthquake Information Center” 
ASL: 
“above sea level” 
AVO: 
“Alaska Volcano Observatory” 
AVHRR: 





















“Correlation Spectrometer”; device for measuring sulfur dioxide emissions 
FAA: 







“Flight Information Region” 
FLIR: 
“Forward Looking Infrared Radiometer”; used to delineate objects of different temperature 
fissure: 
a.roughly.linear.or.sinuous.crack.or.opening.on.a.volcano;.a.type.of.vent.which.commonly.pro-






“Geostationary Meteorological Satellite” 
GVN: 










Russian “Institute of Volcanic Geology and Geochemistry” 
JMA: 




“Kamchatkan Daylight Time”, which = ADT + 21 hrs. 
KEMSD: 
Russian “Kamchatka Experimental and Methodical Seismology Department” 
KVERT: 








“Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer” 
NOAA: 
“National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration” 
NOPAC: 
“North Pacific Air Corridor” 
NOTAM:
















fine fragments of volcanic rock expelled during phreatic activity; this ash is usually derived from 
existing.rock.and.not.from.new.magma 
PIREP: 
“Pilot Weather Report - A report of meteorological phenomena encountered by aircraft in flight 
pixel: 
















“Russian Far East” 
SAB: 
“Synoptic Analysis Branch” of NOAA 
SAR: 




a subsidiary volcanic vent located on the flank of a larger volcano 
seismic.swarm: 
a flurry of closely spaced earthquakes or other ground shaking activity; often precedes an erup-
tion 
shield.volcano: 
a broad, gently sloping volcano usually composed of fluid, lava flows of basalt composition (e.g. 
Mauna.Loa,.Hawaii) 
SIGMET: 
“Significant Meteorological information statement”, issued by NWS 
stratovolcano: 
(also.called.a.stratocone.or.composite.cone).a.steep-sided.volcano,.usually.conical.in.shape,.built. 
of interbedded lava flows and fragmental deposits from explosive eruptions 
strombolian: 











“Temporary Flight Restriction”, issued by FAA 
USCG: 
“United States Coast Guard” 
USGS: 
“United States Geological Survey” 
UUA: 




“Coordinated Universal Time”; same as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) 
VAAC: 
“Volcanic Ash Advisory Center” 
VAAS: 
“Volcanic Ash Advisory Statement” 
vent: 





“University of Alaska Fairbanks Geophysical Institute” 
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